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Abstract
3-D monolithic integration (3DMI), also termed as sequential 
integration, is a potential technology for future gigascale circuits. 
Since the device layers are processed in sequential order, the size of 
the vertical contacts is similar to traditional contacts unlike in the 
case of parallel 3-D integration with through silicon vias (TSVs). 
Given the advantage of such small contacts, 3DMI enables 
manufacturing multiple active layers very close to each other. In this 
work we propose two different strategies of stacking standard cells in 
3-D without breaking the regularity of the conventional design flow:  a) 
Vertical stacking of diffusion areas (Intra-Cell stacking) that supports 
complete reuse of 2-D physical design tools and b) vertical stacking of 
cells over others (Cell-on-Cell stacking). A placement tool 
(CELONCEL-placer) targeting the Cell-on-Cell placement problem is 
proposed to allow high quality 3-D layout generation. Our 
experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of CELONCEL technique, 
fetching us an area gain of 37.5%, 15.51% reduction in wirelength, 
and 13.49% improvement in overall delay, compared with a 2-D case 
when benchmarked across an interconnect dominated low-density-
parity-check (LDPC) decoder at 45nm technology node. 
Keywords 
3-D monolithic Integration, Standard cell, Placement, 
Partitioning, Optimization. 
1. Introduction
  3-D integration provides an effective platform for realizing 
future gigascale circuits by integrating multiple layers of active 
devices on a single 3-D chip [Banerjee 01, Pavlidis 09]. 3-D 
fabrication technologies can be broadly classified into two 
groups according to preferred integration scheme: a) 3-D 
parallel integration (or TSV based technology) in which each 
active layer, along with their respective interconnect metal 
layers, is fabricated separately and is subsequently stacked via 
TSVs [Koester 08, Sillon 08], and b) 3-D monolithic 
integration (3DMI), in which the stacked transistors are 
processed sequentially on the same wafer. Developing TSV 
manufacturing technologies is expensive in terms of cost, yield 
and area. For example, the TSV pitches are usually around (5 
μm -10 μm) [Mit 08] compared to 100 nm contact dimensions 
offered by 3DMI technology [Batude 09a]. 
Figure 1. 3-D design approaches, depending on the granularity of 
the units to be stacked and the process technology [Loh07] (a) 
Entire core, (b) Functional unit blocks, (c) Logic gates and (d) 
Transistors.
      The performance of ICs in advanced technology nodes is 
dominated by the interconnect delays [Havemann 2001]. In 3-D 
integration, the benefits in terms of wire-length, latency and 
power depend on the granularity level at which the circuit is 
partitioned [Loh07].  Figure 1 illustrates the circuit 
partitioning at various granularities. At a coarse-grain level we 
can have cache on top of cores, or cores on top of cores, as 
presented in Figure 1a. At finer level of granularity we can 
realize functional blocks on top of each other (Figure 1b). 
Going at even finer level, we can perform 3-D stacking at the 
gate and standard cell level, as illustrated in Figure 1(c,d). In 
the case of TSV technology, due to low precision of the 
alignment capability of the equipment and the relatively large 
size of TSVs, circuit integration at transistor/gate level cannot 
be done. Consequently, 3DMI is an ideal choice for ultra-high 
density 3-D circuits. In this work we focus on new design 
techniques for realizing fine-stacking at the transistor/gate 
level. At this level, redesign effort is high and hence we need 
new CAD tools to bridge the time gap for designers [Das 03].   
      In recent years, there has been extensive work done in 
developing new physical design tools for 3-D IC design. 
However, all these tools are mainly linked to 3-D TSV 
technology [Cong 10, Zhou 06], as their main objective is to 
minimize the number of TSVs while reducing the average 
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wirelength of the routed circuit. 3-D monolithic integration has 
seen substantially less research effort at CAD level. With this 
work we take the first step towards providing a complete 
design flow for 3-D monolithic technology. CELONCEL tool, 
comprising of CELONCEL-placer and CELONCEL-lib,
can be integrated into the traditional 2-D design flow, for 
designing 3DMI circuits. 
       2-D placement has been extensively studied over decades, 
resulting in very efficient placement engines [Chan 05, Jiang 
06]. Many 3-D placement tools [Das 03, Deng 01, Cong 09] 
employ the existing 2-D placement engine at each level after 
partitioning the 3-D circuit into many 2-D regions. In this work 
we present a CELONCEL-placer, which acts as a wrapper 
around any commercial physical design engine, for placing 
standard cells in 3D. Taking into account the fine granularity 
from 3DMI technology we envisage stacking of standard cells 
in 3D. We present a novel library, CELONCEL-lib, which 
gives the flexibility of placing cells on top of each other 
without any pin conflicts. Since we are dealing at a very fine 
granularity, we keep the bound on active layers to be two, 
though technology permits more silicon layers. To the best of 
our knowledge we are the first to address the cell and physical 
design issues at a fine granularity for standard cell based ASIC 
design for 3DMI technology.  
    To summarize, the main contribution of this paper are: 
1. We present the first detailed study on the cell and physical 
design techniques for 3-D monolithic integration. We 
explore solutions for stacking standard cells in two active 
layers while keeping the regularity of standard cell approach. 
2. We present a new 3-D placement tool, CELONCEL-
placer, which places cells in two active layers for 
improved area, wirelength and delay. 
3. The ability of CELONCEL tool kit (comprising a standard 
cell library CELONCEL-lib and CELONCEL-Place) is 
demonstrated through the 3-D physical design on a set of 
open-source benchmarks [Opencores]. We also show how 
CELONCEL fits into conventional 2-D tool-chain while 
building the cores in 3D.  
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2, we give a quick insight on the technology background. In 
Section 3, we explain the standard cell optimization specific to 
3-D monolithic integration. Our design flow is presented in 
section 4. Section 5 deals with the description of our new 3-D 
placement tool. The simulation framework and the related 
experiment results are presented in Section 6 to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 7 
concludes the paper shedding some light on future work.  
2.    3-D Monolithic Integration
In 3-D monolithic integration, top transistor layers are 
processed sequentially on the lower transistor layers.  As the 
alignment of top transistor-lithography-levels occurs after 
bonding of new top active layer, its precision is only linked to 
the performance of the stepper (for example, 3?=10nm for 45 
nm node equipment [ITRS]). Currently, 3-D contact 
dimensions of ~100 nm have been demonstrated [Jung 07]. On 
the other hand, in 3-D parallel integration (or 3D-TSV 
integration), two wafers are stacked after they are individually 
processed, thereby demanding high alignment precision 
(3?=1μm [Mit 08]). 
       Achieving small 3-D contact pitch in monolithic 
integration is definitely an asset. However, it faces the 
challenge of making high quality top FET at low temperature 
in order to preserve bottom FET and metal interconnections 
from any degradation. To achieve reasonable performance for 
top transistor, a minimum value of 600°C-650°C for overall 
thermal budget is needed. Recently, Batude et al. have 
demonstrated the top and bottom transistors with similar 
characteristics [Batude 09a]. Advancements in this technology 
have already been demonstrated both for memory [Jung 07] 
and logic applications [Batude 09b]. 
Figure 2. Cross-section view of the 3-D monolithic die with 2 active 
layers separated by one Intermediate metal layer. 
    Figure 2 illustrates the cross-section view of the 3-D 
monolithic stack with two active layers separated by an 
intermediate metal layer. Copper cannot be used for the 
intermediate layer as the top transistors demand a very high 
thermal budget. We consider tungsten [Jung 07] instead, as it 
can withstand high temperatures without degrading. In our 
work we assume only one intermediate metal layer, as we 
employ it for realizing intra-cell routing of a standard cell 
realized in the bottom active layer. 
3.    3-D Monolithic Library Design 
In this section, we discuss two methods of modifying a 
traditional 2-D standard cell library to enable fine grained 3-D 
integration.  Using the first methods, the layout of the cell is 
folded in multiple active layers.  The second method modifies 
the layout of the standard cells in a way that they can be 
stacked on top of each layer. These methods are respectively 
referred to as intra-cell stacking and cell-on-cell stacking. 
3.1. Intra-Cell Stacking Transformation 
   Standard cells implement a pre-defined logic function (for 
example, AND gates, OR gates and flip-flops) and have fixed 
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height but varying widths. The structure of a typical standard 
cell laid in 2-D is shown in Figure 3a. The power and ground 
rails are located at the top and bottom end of the cell. Active 
region height (HACT) of the cell is where the transistors are 
fabricated. The distance between two diffusion regions is called 
diffusion gap region, where we place the input pins. Since 
3DMI technology offers multiple active layers adjacent to each 
other, the layout of the standard cell can be folded in multiple 
layers [Batude 09a]. For instance, as illustrated in Figure 3b, p-
type devices (forming the PUN) are realized on the top active 
layer and n-type devices (forming the PDN) at the bottom 
active layer. Since the PUN is typically larger than the PDN, 
the active region height for a 3-D cell (HACT3D) is limited by the 
height of the P-diffusion (HPdiff). The active region height of a 
3-D library is given by the following equation, when mapped 
directly from a 2-D library: 
HACT3-D = HACT2-D - HNdiff  + HIO                      (1) 
Figure 3. (a) Typical cell in 2-D (planar) configuration (b) Intra-cell 
transformation, in two active layers, by realizing pull-up network on 
the top layer and pull-down network at the bottom layer. 
     In the above transformation, it can be observed that the 
reduction in the height of a 3-D cell is due to the N-diffusion 
region. Moreover, there can be a slight increase in the space 
needed for input-output (I/O) pins in the 3-D layout, as the 
design rules should be obeyed, considering the close proximity 
of wide power rails. 
3.2. Cell-on-Cell Stacking Transformation 
     To allow truly stacked cells, we propose the method of Cell-
on-Cell stacking.  In Cell-on-Cell stacking, instead of 
distributing the diffusion regions of the cell in two active 
layers, the cells are allowed to be planar (i.e. in one active 
layer) but such cells can be placed on top of each other.  One of 
the main challenges for this approach is to get the input-output
(I/O) pins of the bottom cell to the top metal layers (for instance 
metal 2) without any short-circuit with I/O pins of the standard 
cell on top active layer. Though in many cases it may be 
possible to shift the cell in the top active layer laterally to 
access pins of the cell lying at bottom layer, this technique is 
not generic since many conflicting cell pairs could exist for 
which there is no way to access the pins of both the cells. 
Figure 4 shows example of Cell-on-Cell stacking of two 
standard cells on top of each other.
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Figure 4. CELONCEL NAND2 layout (a) Cell realized in the top 
active layer (b) Corresponding cell in the bottom active layer.  
     Figure 4a and 4b shows 2-input NAND gate, realized in the 
top active layer and bottom active layer such that pin access 
can be maintained.  The intra-cell routing (ICR) of the bottom 
cell is realized with the intermediate metal layer in between 
both the active layers. Tungsten is used for ICR of the bottom 
cell, whereas copper is used for the top cell. Note that the 
resistance of tungsten is roughly 3 times higher than copper. 
Nevertheless we did not observe any delay degradation of the 
bottom cell when compared to the similar cell realized in the 
top layer. In order to get the I/O pins of the bottom cell to the 
top metal layer, we need to allocate some space at the top 
active layer. For instance, the IO pins of the top cell are placed 
in between the power and ground rails (VDD and GND rails 
in the figure below). Whereas the I/O pins of the bottom cell 
are placed beyond the rails. Hence the cell height (or footprint) 
has to take into account the space for the I/O pins coming 
from the bottom cell and also the respective design rule for 
avoiding short circuits with the I/O pins of the neighboring 
cell.
3.3. Quantifying Planar-to-3-D Library 
Mapping
Until now we have explained the two cell transformation 
methods.  In this section, we focus on the implementation 
details of these transformations. Figure 5 shows the two 
approaches to realize a 3-D standard cell library from a 2-D 
library. Corresponding arrows in green, red and brown 
quantifies the normalized standard cell height in all cases. 
Table 1 compares the standard cell height of existing 2-D 
standard cell libraries before and after the cell transformation. 
We have benchmarked across three important cell libraries at 
45 nm and 65 nm technology node. 
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Figure 5. 2-D to 3-D Cell Transformation 
Few key observations from planar to 3-D cell transformation: 
1. By intra-cell stacking, all the cells are spread across two 
active layers (3-D cell) fetching 29% gain in the standard 
cell height. One of the primary advantages of this 
transformation is the ease in integration with the 
conventional design flow, as the design effort consists of 
developing only the 3-D library. A Cadence Virtuoso 
snapshot of a 3-D flipflop at 65 nm technology node is 
depicted in Figure 6. Hence to realize circuits with these 
new 3-D cells, the existing physical design tools can be 
used without any change. 
Figure 6. Virtuoso snap-shot of a D-flipflop built in 3-D at 65 nm 
technology node 
2. On the other hand, cell-on-cell stacking leads to 25% 
increase in the cell height. However, in this case all the cells 
are planar, i.e. they occupy only one active layer and 
therefore one cell can be placed on top of the other. The 
design effort for cell-on-cell stacking is higher as we need 
twice the number of cells, for the top and bottom layers. 
Moreover, a new physical design tool is needed to place the 
cells spread across multiple layers. 
Table 1. Normalized height of existing standard cell libraries before 
and after cell transformation 
Cell Height 45nm Nangate 
Library  
45nm commercial 
library  
65nm commercial 
library 
Planar (2D) 100 % 100 % 100 % 
Intra-cell (3D) 71.43 %  71.61 %  69.05 % 
Cell-on-cell 125.71 % 125.93 % 125.00 %  
4. Physical Design Flow for Cell-on-
Cell Stacked Layouts 
   In this section, we will describe the physical design 
technique used for 3-D layout generation using Cell-on-Cell 
stacking. The design flow of our CELONCEL tool is presented 
in Figure 7. CELONCEL-lib is the new standard library with 
cells designed by cell-on-cell stacking (section 3.2). 
CELONCEL-placer has 4 main steps in the flow. Each of 
these steps is described in the following section. In the first 
step, we transform the standard cell library using procedure 
DEFLATE. At this stage any commercial placement tool can 
be used to generate a virtual seed placement without any 
overlap among the transformed cells.  The seed placement 
result then undergoes the step INFLATE.  This generates 
overlaps among the neighboring cells.  The next step is 
ACTIVEASSN that performs the active layer assignment of the 
cells.  This step reduces the overlap among cells by an order of 
magnitude.  Finally, minimum perturbation legalization is 
done to remove rest of the overlaps in the step LEGALIZE 
thus solving the placement.
RTL
CELONCEL 
lib
Initial Transformation 
(DEFLATE)
LIB LEF
Physical Synthesis
Final Transformation 
(INFLATE)
Active Layer Assignment
(ACTIVEASSN)
Legalization
(LEGALIZE)
CELONCEL
placer 
Figure 7. Our Design Flow 
5. Physical Design Tool: CELONCEL-
Placer
The key observations we take forward for developing 
CELONCEL placement tool is that with the Cell-on-Cell 
stacking, the footprint and delay of a cell is independent of the 
choice of active layer it is manufactured on.  Based on this, we 
conjecture that during physical synthesis the choice of active 
layer of each cell can be abstracted as a purely overlap issue 
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without any impact on timing of the design.  Once the active 
layer oblivious layout is obtained, the choice of active layer can 
be made by a dedicated step.  One of the critical benefit of 
isolating layer assignment and placement is that other several 
physical synthesis steps that run during in-place timing 
optimization within placement can be performed transparently.  
These steps include aggressive buffer insertion, gate sizing, cell 
replication, clock tree generation, clock buffer placement, latch 
resizing, etc.
5.1.   Initial Transformation (DEFLATE): 
The DEFLATE transform, generates a virtual cell library 
from a given real cell library such that cell dimension and pin 
location are modified.  Consider a cell whose layout is 2-D in 
nature:  To stack such cell on top of the other, the placer should 
effectively consider the area contribution of each cell to be half 
of its actual value. Thus, we shrink the width of each cell by 
half.  Note that, to maintain placement sanity, we also need to 
scale down the x-coordinates of the pin geometry defined for 
such a cell.  Previous works such as [Yang 03, Chakraborty 09] 
have used the concept of cell expansion/deflation for 
congestion alleviation and transforming placement with 
blockages to contiguous placement respectively.  Figure 8 
shows an example of a 2-D cell undergoing initial 
transformation. At this stage, we can run any 2-D placement 
engine to generate legalized placement consisting of 
transformed cells. 
Figure 8. DEFLATE transformation applied to all the library cells. 
5.2.   Final Transformation (INFLATE): 
The INFLATE transform takes the placement information 
from the solution of commercial placer on the virtual library 
and applies an inverse transform such that the width of the cells 
are expanded back to their original size.  While doing this 
expansion, we assume that the center of the cell remains fixed.  
Due to expansion of the width of the cells, it is possible that 
part of some cells may lie outside of circuit row.  INFLATE 
also snaps such cells back to be inside the placement area.  
Once all the 2-D cell’s width is doubled, the placement now has 
huge overlap among different cells because all the cells are now 
placed in only one active layer oblivious of the availability of 
another active layer.  Figure 9 shows an example of two 
neighboring cells undergoing INFLATE transform. 
Figure 9. INFLATE applied to two neighboring cells after placement.
5.3. Active Layer Assignment (ACTIVEASSN):
     This step assigns the active layer of each cell with the 
objective of minimizing the overlap with the neighboring. 
During this stage, we assume that all cells are fixed in their 
active area plane at locations determined by the placer and 
only their z-dimension (i.e. active layer) can be modified.  
This problem can be formulated as a zero-one linear program 
(ZOLP).  Solving one large ZOLP for the entire chip is 
impossible due to runtime issues.  However, owing to the 
structure of the placement and the type of overlaps resulting 
due to INFLATE transform, we can decompose the active 
layer assignment of all the cells as sequence of active layer 
assignment of each circuit row independently without 
sacrificing the optimality of the solution. 
     The objective function to minimize is the remaining 
overlap after active layer assignment is performed.  Lower 
remaining overlap directly means less movement during 
legalization thus reduces moving cells away from their 
optimal location determined by the placer.  Let us denote the 
set of cells lying in a circuit row by CLS.  Further, let OV(a, b)
denote the 2-D overlap between two cells a and b in the row.  
For each cell a, let Xa be the binary variable whose value 
determines the active layer in which the cell a will reside in 
the 3-D layout, and Wa be the width of the cell a. With this 
terminology, the ZOLP can be formulated as: 
Minimize : ?OV(c1, c2) (Xc1 XNOR Xc2)? c1, c2?C
Subject To: ?Xc?Wc ? Width
?(1-Xc)?Wc ?  Width
Xc is binary ? c?C
The possible overlap between two cells is multiplied by the 
XNOR of the binary variables associated with their layer 
assignment. Thus, only when the two cells are assigned the 
same active layer, the corresponding overlap value adds to 
the cost function. The pair of constraints is to bind the width 
of cells in a row at each layer, equal to be less than width of 
the row.  Note that XNOR implies multiplication of two 
variables thus it may seem that the formulation is no longer 
linear but quadratic in nature. However, by virtue of the 
variables being binary, each quadratic term can be 
decomposed into linear terms by adding an auxiliary binary 
variable as follows. Let XA and XB be the two binary variables 
whose product (i.e. XAXB) appears in the cost function 
expression. Introduce a new binary variable XAB such that: 
XA + XB ? 1 + XAB
(1 - XA) + (1 - XB) ?   2 - 2?XAB
By replacing XAXB by XAB, and adding the above constraints 
to the ILP, the new problem is equivalent but without any 
multiplication of binary variables.  
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ZOLP Speed Up:
     The number of binary variables in the ZOLP above is equal 
to the number of cells in a circuit row. For big benchmarks and 
real world designs, this number can be in the order of several 
thousands. To alleviate this problem, we can decompose the 
ZOLP problem by finding independent components as follows: 
We scan the layout of a row from left to right.  Any time a 
whitespace is encountered; this means the ZOLP problem of the 
cells on left of the whitespace is independent of the ZOLP 
problem of the cells on the right.  This is because during the 
active layer assignment cells cannot move in the 2-D plane thus 
the cells on both sides of a whitespace cannot generate new 
overlaps between them and can be treated independently. 
5.4.   LEGALIZATION:   Removing overlaps 
in each layer 
   Major overlaps are minimized in the layer assignment phase. 
However some overlap may still remain, mainly due to 
different sizes of the cells. We perform legalization to remove 
these overlaps minimizing the cost function that is total 
displacement of all the cells in their own active layer from the 
optimal location determined by the placement tool (note that 
ACTIVEASSN maintains the location of the cell).  For this 
objective, the problem can be decomposed into solving each 
row independently without loss of optimality of the overall 
solution.  For each row, legalization can be cast as a linear 
program as described next.  Let us denote the set of cells lying 
in a circuit row on active layer 0 by CLS0 and active layer 1 as 
CLS1.  Further, let the original and post-legalization x-location 
of cell a be denoted by XO(a) and X(a) respectively.  Thus, the 
magnitude of movement of the cell is |X(a)  –  XO(a)| due to 
legalization.  Note that during legalization no cell changes its 
circuit row or active layer therefore the y and z coordinate of 
each cell do not change due to legalization.  We also denote 
the width of cell a by W(a) and the cell on its right side on the 
same active layer by RT(a).  The leftmost and the rightmost 
cell in the row are denoted by L0 and R0 for the bottom active 
layer, L1 and R1 for the top active layer.  The x-coordinate of 
the left and right extreme of the span of the row is represented 
by START and END. With this terminology, the LP for 
legalization can be written as:  
Minimize : ? |X(a) – XO(a)| ? a in {CLS0} ? {CLS1}
Subject To:
               X(a) + W(a) ?  X(RT(a)) ? a in {CLS0}
X(L0) ?  START  
  X(R0) + W(R0) ?  END
               X(a) + W(a) ?  X(RT(a)) ? a in {CLS1}
               X(L1) ?  START  
X(R1) + W(R1) ?  END
    The cost function is simply the sum of movement of all 
cells.  The formulation can be easily changed to minimizing 
the largest movement (instead of current form to minimize 
total movement).  There are two sets of constraints for the LP, 
one for each active layer.   Though the function |X(a) – X0(a)|
is non linear, the above LP can still be solved by replacing 
the function by a variable MOVEa and the following 
constraints can be added:  
                              X(a) - XO(a) ?  MOVEa
 X(a) - XO(a) ?  -MOVEa
    Adding the above constraints forces the variable MOVEa to 
behave like the absolute distance between X(a) and X0(a)
when the objective is to minimize |X(a) – X0(a)|.
6. Experimental Setup and Results 
    The core components shown in Figure 7 were implemented 
or integrated using C++ language. We used open source 
MILP solver Gurobi [Gurobi] as our ZOLP and LP solver 
engine. Synopsys Design Compiler (A-2007.12-SP4) [DC] 
was used for mapping the RTL of the benchmarks onto target 
standard cell library. Cadence SOC Encounter (v8.1) [SOCE] 
was used as the physical synthesis engine to generate the 
virtual seed placement in timing driven mode. Timing 
analysis was performed with Synopsys PrimeTime (D-
2009.12-SP2) using cap table of the standard cell library. In 
this study we have mapped the opensource 45nm Nangate 
[Nan] (v1.3) library to different 3-D libraries by changing 
only the physical attributes of the cell. INTRACEL-lib has 
cells, built in 3-D by intra-cell stacking transformation (sec. 
3.1), with 30% less height, whereas CELONCEL-lib (sec. 
3.2) has cells which span 25% more in height.   
   Table II shows the benchmark circuits used to quantize the 
benefit of using our placement engine. The Dmin of the 
circuit indicates the minimum possible delay achievable if no 
changes in the circuit netlist are allowed during placement.  
Note that Dmin sets the starting seed value for timing 
optimization. We performed optimization in three 
configurations: in the first mode, wirelength driven placement 
is run, in the second mode, timing driven placement is run, 
and in the third mode, timing driven optimization along with 
in-place optimization is run which performs various 
optimization such as buffer insertion, gate sizing, cell 
replication, etc.
    Experimental results are summarized in Table II. In this 
table we report total wirelength, total power and critical path 
delay of different benchmarks after placement is performed 
using the three cases mentioned above.  All numbers are 
reported using Cadence Encounter (EDI) v9.1 (2010 release).  
The power numbers include all components of the power 
dissipation namely leakage power, switching power, and 
internal power. 
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    By applying INTRACEL and CELONCEL transformation, 
we can obtain a reduction in the die area by 29% and 37.5% 
respectively.  In the wirelength driven placement mode, we 
observe consistent wirelength improvement when comparing 
CELONCEL and INTRACEL stacking to 2-D placement.  In 
general, the results for CELONCEL are better than INTRACEL
in this mode. The average improvement in the wirelength 
using CELONCEL technique is approximately 15%. The 
wirelength reduction using INTRACEL technique is nearly 
10%.
    In the timing driven placement mode, the placer is allowed 
to move the cells to reduce timing without changing the netlist 
in any manner.  Due to smaller die sizes when CELONCEL or 
INTRACEL technique is used, we conjecture that critical path 
delay should also reduce accordingly.  Averaged over all 
benchmarks, the critical path delay of the circuit using 
CELONCEL technique is 6.1% smaller than 2-D planar case.  
However, using INTRACEL technique does not show any 
consistent trend compared to the 2-D case with the average 
improvement in the critical path delay improving by less than 
1%.  For this set of experiments, the timing constraint for 
each benchmark was set to be equal to the theoretical 
maximum performance it can achieve.  This number was 
obtained by setting interconnect resistance and capacitance 
equal to zero and running timing analysis. 
    In the timing driven placement with in-place optimization 
mode, the placer has flexibility to apply any synthesis or 
timing optimization transforms to the netlist on the fly to 
improve the timing.  For these set of experiments, we set the 
timing constraint corresponding to an unachievable number 
(10 GHz).  In this manner, we can test the best performance 
that each of the technique can ever give.  Compared to the 2-
D case, use of CELONCEL can reduce the critical path delay 
even further by 2.75%.  Similarly, by using INTRACEL
technique, the critical path delay can be reduced by 
approximately 2.7%.  Note that this improvement in critical 
path delay is over and above the best solution obtained using 
2-D planar case, thus hard to obtain.  
   In summary, the CELONCEL integration proposed by us 
Table II. Area, Wirelength, and Circuit delay information of various benchmarks employing CELONCEL design technique 
?
Circuit?
Objective? Wirelength?Driven? Timing?Driven? Timing?driven?+?In?Place?Opt.?
? Standard?
(2D)?
INTRACEL?
(3D)? CELONCEL?
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(2D)?
INTRACEL?
(3D)? CELONCEL?
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(2D)?
INTRACEL?
(3D)? CELONCEL?
???????LDPC???????
#Nets?=?48K?????
#Cells?=?44K??????
#Pins?=4100?
Dmin=6.904?
Wirelength? 1.54E+06? 1.38E+06? 1.37E+06? 1.67E+06? 1.48E+06? 1.42E+06? 1.83E+06? 1.60E+06? 1.54E+06?
Circuit?delay?(ns)? 8.503? 7.312? 6.904? 6.877? 6.904? 6.904? 2.461? 2.421? 2.129?
Power?(mW)? 1201? 1105? 1025? 1147? 1064? 1018? 1554? 1461? 1470?
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#Nets?=?29K?????
#Cells?=?27K??????
#Pins?=2546?
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Power?(mW)? 176.2? 171.9? 166.8? 175.3? 170.6? 165.6? 133.2? 132.7? 130.7?
????????Des??????????
#Nets?=?59K?????
#Cells?=?56K??????
#Pins?=?298?
Dmin=2.532?
Wirelength? 5.84?E+05? 5.08?E+05? 4.54?E+05? 6.06E+05? 5.19E+05? 4.66E+05? 6.71E+05? 5.81E+05? 5.45E+05?
Circuit?delay?(ns)? 3.316? 3.518? 4.006? 3.854? 3.944? 3.39? 1.132? 0.971? 1.016?
Power?(mW)? 536.5? 526.8? 517.7? 535.8? 525.3? 517.5? 620.2? 608.2? 580.5?
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provide improvement, compared to planar and INTRACEL, in 
several figures of merits of a design (such as wirelength, die 
area, critical path delay) in different modes of placement. In 
LDPC decoders, interconnects play a very dominant role as 
half of the total wires traverse the chip from one end to the 
other; thereby consuming substantial power as well as creating 
congestion. When subjected to timing and in-place 
optimization mode, we could achieve 15.51% gain in 
wirelength and 13.49% gain in delay when compared to the 
planar case. 
7.    Conclusion 
    3DMI technology, offering 3-D contacts with sizes in the 
order of ~100 nm, is an effective vehicle for future gigascale 
circuits. In this work, we focused on new layout stacking 
techniques leveraging the key benefits of 3-D monolithic 
integration which allows very small inter-layer vias. 
INTRACEL stacking folds the diffusion areas within the cells 
helping in reducing the cell height and thus the die area. On an 
average the wirelength, critical path delay and the die area 
were observed to be improved by 10.45%, 1% and 29% 
respectively. CELONCEL stacking on the other hand allows 
cells to be placed on top of each other taking into account the 
pin access issues.  As compared to traditional 2-D physical 
synthesis flow, CELONCEL methods can reduce the 
wirelength, critical path delay and the die area by 15%, 6.1%, 
and 37.5% respectively. A placement algorithm was proposed 
that transforms the monolithic 3-D placement problem into a 
virtual 2-D problem solved using any commercial 2-D 
placement tools.  A highly parallelizable zero-one linear 
program (ZOLP) formulation is used for layer assignment 
followed by linear program (LP) based minimum perturbation 
for high quality 3-D layout. 
     Major areas for future research include: Placement 
techniques taking into account the routing congestion of 3DMI 
circuits; and layout techniques taking into account multiple 
(more than two) active layers.  
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